
6.3 SP1 fixes list.txt
The list below includes fixes provided in all Team Developer versions since 
TD6.3 Update 2 was released.

Key Summary
--- -------
TD-7297 SalResourceSet does not exist in ACA
TD-14299 Unable to find a TYPE_* constant defined for TD6 new objects
TD-15233 Switching to Team Developer's IDE during debug mode and then 
pressing "Ctrl+F1" accelerator triggers the event defined VisWinLoadAccelerator(
)
TD-20355 New theme: List Box and Combo Box Appearance
TD-20356 New Theme: Grid View and Table Window
TD-20606 TOM will require update for SQL Server 2014 and higher. Support 
dropped for sp_addrolemember
TD-20447 New Theme: Picture Transparency Color
TD-20742 SAM_ContextMenu is not triggered all the time in a grid
TD-20964 Difference in behaviour in how the tooltip works in the column 
header of a grid Vs table window
TD-21170 WM_SETFOCUS and SAM_Activate are not received by the parent
TD-21190 Improve .NET Upgrade report/compiler to show error(s) even if 
there are many warnings
TD-21337 Add TOM support for SQLSERVER 2014
TD-21393 Grid: incorrect Sorting of Progress-Columns
TD-21394 Grid: incorrect Sorting of empty DateTime-Columns
TD-21666 RIBBON: option to prevent ribbon double click to hide/show the 
ribbon
TD-21756 Reimplement SalMail POP3 Client class by using 
System.Net.Sockets.TcpClient class instead of own implemented class.
TD-21768 Compiler error with TD .NET versus TD Win32
TD-21933 Closing a window in one app from another app using the window 
handle does not work anymore
TD-21952 Column table header is white when running SalTblInsertRow & 
VisTblAutoSizeColumn on certain themes
TD-21970 GRID application crash filling grid and hide rows while 
processing SAM_FetchRowDone
TD-21971 Column created with SalTblCreateColumnFromClass() ignore number 
format of the template class
TD-21975 Rich text element ignores the background colour
TD-21989 Chart crashes TD when the chart title is long
TD-22009 New Metro theme does not maximize windows on the desktop
TD-22017 Selecting constants : visual corruption
TD-22018 TD6.3 creates xml file when an app is saved even if there is no 
bookmark set in the app
TD-22027 Chart Control Property, Trends does not work
TD-22028 New Ribbon menu bar does not collapse after using the menus
TD-22030 Stop debugging disconnects Oracle connections with implicit 
commit
TD-22036 Invalid values of the grid columns in the message action 
'SAM_FetchRowDone'
TD-22037 SalNavLoadState does not restore properly and crashes in 
specific scenario
TD-22042 SalGridSetCellPicture leaks memory
TD-22059 SQL error 113(Too many binds) by using (") sign in where clause
TD-22060 Wrong Window text when hiding a docked dialog box
TD-22061 Opening and closing windows with graph multiple times leak 
memory
TD-22070 Migration Wizard does not migrate Named menus correctly
TD-22073 GRID: no SAM_Click fired hitting HOME/END while PAGEUP/DOWN does
TD-22077 SAM_Validate on a checkbox column causes app to hang
TD-22078 SAM_Validate on a checkbox column of a grid ignores 
VALIDATE_Cancel
TD-22079 Accelerator on toolbar would not work in specific scenario
TD-22080 Line Break (or Ctrl+Enter) in class title causes error running 
in .NET
TD-22081 Graph shows up differently with new chart control
TD-22082 GRID TBL_FillNormal SAM_FetchRowDone broken
TD-22090 Application crash does a commit when autocommit is turned off
TD-22096 GAIL static function with "out" parameter does not receive 
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assigned value
TD-22101 Menu Editor no longer exist since TD 6.3. Document it in the 
release notes
TD-22113 Checkbox columns in a grid requires two clicks to get the tick
TD-22114 The SQLTalk in the TD runtime for 6.3 gives an error when trying
to open a file
TD-22127 Dynamic menu item text getting changed into non-dynamic ones
TD-22136 After connecting to a db, trying to connect to a wrong database 
crashes TD IDE
TD-22142 .NET transaction ROLLBACK not functional
TD-22154 SalTblPopulate fails for ODBC connection on .NET if user 
password is specified by Pwd=xxxx format
TD-22155 Subsequent operation calls of different webservice (in same 
process) results in crash
TD-22160 .NET invalid result rounding SalNumberRound () with negative 
number
TD-22168 Resizing of child forms in MDI is broken
TD-22172 Picture cannot be reset using SalTabSetPageIcon after setting 
icon using a png file
TD-22173 SalTabSetPageIcon crashes TD if icon is cleared after setting a 
png as icon
TD-22181 Invalid table query context when SAM_RowValidate returns 
VALIDATE_Cancel
TD-22182 Installer and Deploy.exe give error if .NET 4.5 is not present 
in the machine
TD-22183 SalGetItemName returns incorrect parent name for Named Menu if 
it is associated with a tab in another form
TD-22184 WIN32 Grid and column "check box" issue in a specific scenario
TD-22188 setzerolengthstringstonull is not used when WPF exe is run
TD-22196 Random application crash due to heap corruption
TD-22198 Dialog freezes in specific scenario use of 
SalEnableWindow/SalHideWindow
TD-22199 Failing to connect to db crashes TD
TD-22214 PNG image on disabled button loses transparency
TD-22215 QckReport: GetDefaultPrinter fails
TD-22216 Modeless Dialog Boxes smaller than in 6.2
TD-22218 .Net: Receive Binary parameter is always NULL
TD-22225 keyboard accelerator "Enter" not working onTop Level Table 
window with Child Grid in the toolbar
TD-22231 SAM_AnyEdit doesn't work when pasting into a Combo Box having 
bMaxDataLengthInBytes = TRUE & Combo's Max Data Length is not Default
TD-22235 New Office 2013 Theme : captionless bordered dialogs not 
possible when dialog sets a border style
TD-22252 Documentation needed - SalNavLoadState does not restore if Nav 
Panes have been added or removed
TD-22256 Login error with Oracle when logged in with Macedonian 
username/password
TD-22264 General performance decrease in latest TD version
TD-22268 Login error with Informix when using international chars
TD-22269 Repeatedly calling a function from a dll crashes TD
TD-22270 QuickEmail Quick object(s) crash accessing client mail
TD-22279 TD returns cannot open database when connecting to SQLBase
TD-22281 SalTblScroll does not scroll to the top correctly in xbap mode
TD-22287 SalStrFull and SalStrHalf functions are not supported in .NET
TD-22288 Building .NET executable fails even though success to compile 
application
TD-22296 Parameters passed to an ActiveX control is not recognized in WPF
mode
TD-22297 Behavior of SalStrTrim is different between Win32 and .NET
TD-22300 A particular select within a class is crashing TD
TD-22302 SalSetFocus to FORM does not work after SalModalDialog in .Net 
WPF XBAP
TD-22308 String array elements are not showing the correct value
TD-22309 SalStrMidB does not work in xbap
TD-22313 There is no way to pass command line arguments to XBAP 
application
TD-22317 SalTblDefineCheckBoxColumn is causing a runtime exception in WPF
mode
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TD-22319 Active item loses focus when calling a modal dialog
TD-22324 Missing line delimiter when creating trigger from TD
TD-22325 SalWindowHandleToNumber always returns different number for the 
same Window handle on WPF
TD-22326 There is a difference in appearance between normal data fields 
and invisible data field in xbap mode
TD-22329 Coding assistant is not readable on a high resolution latest 
laptop screen
TD-22330 xbap app requires full TD install on the published server to 
launch reports
TD-22332 xbap grid allows you to delete a row completely by pressing the 
delete key
TD-22358 Non random crash only on win7 64bit and only since TD 6.3 
version
TD-22369 6.3 Update 2 fails to find WIN.INI file on Terminal Server 
environment (RDP as well )
TD-22383 Fails to publish application for IIS 10.0 (on Windows 10)
TD-22402 Application crash when replacing double newline with a single 
newline
TD-22407 TD 6.3 sizing fix in forthcoming SP might cause trouble / break
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